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We appreciate the thoughtful responses to our target article
rom the respondents. We even agree with (almost) all their points.

ho could disagree with the argument that “more research in
lassrooms is needed” or that “we need to teach for transfer (if we
an figure out how)”? Here we provide a few reflections aroused
y the comments.

Mayer (2012) reminds us of the long history of psychologists
eing interested in applying their knowledge to education. Of
ourse, when William James wrote his book on Talks for Teachers in
891, there was not much of an empirical research base on which
o draw. The book is still quite worth reading today for its inspiring
deas and possible nuggets for research. We agree with Mayer that
he best avenue would be a two-way street between educators and
esearchers, but after 100 plus years of trying, the traffic both ways
s infrequent. He points to the need for psychologists to use educa-
ionally relevant materials and to seek transfer. We agree, certainly,
nd will have a bit more to say on these matters below.

Daniel (2012) seems to think we are barely beyond where we
ere in James’s time. He believes that we still do not have enough

f an empirical base to apply psychologists’ research to education
oday, and we will need dozens (hundreds?) of classroom experi-

ents in many different fields and contexts before we should utter
word of advice (we paraphrase the argument). In the meantime,

pparently we should just let educators use whatever methods
hey would want to use (even if based on no research at all) while
sychologists stand mute by the sidelines. Or we could buy each

� We thank Dart Neuroscience, the James S. McDonnell Foundation and the Insti-
ute of Education Sciences for their financial support.
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ersity, One Brookings Drive, St. Louis, MO 63130-4899, United States. Tel.: +1 14
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E-mail address: Roediger@wustl.edu (H.L. Roediger III).

211-3681/$ – see front matter © 2012 Published by Elsevier Inc on behalf of Society for
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student a computer and hope for the best, in the great American
tradition of throwing money at a problem even if it is unlikely to
have an effect.

Somehow we do not see the current situation as quite so grim.
After all, Hermann Ebbinghaus discovered the spacing effect in
1885 (Ebbinghaus, 1885/1913), and it has been documented in
hundreds of studies since then in all manner of species, paradigms,
and, in humans, with children, college students and older adults.
Further, the effect occurs with many sorts of materials, including
educationally relevant ones. Is there really any doubt, in 2012, that
spaced/interleaved practice would be better than massed practice
for fostering long-term retention in classrooms? Do the principles
governing learning stop when we switch from a lab to a classroom?
All the evidence we know leads us to suspect that generalizations
can be made, even though, yes, complexities will arise in the process
and some pieces of advice will need to be revised as we learn more.
Of course, the data base of research in classroom experiments is not
zero, after all, and so far the returns seem promising. What is the
downside of applying what we know now, even if the knowledge
is not perfect?

The massed/spaced practice case is an interesting one, because
teachers often use massed practice – and with good reason. When
measuring learning, massed practice produces quicker learning of
facts and procedures than does interleaved and spaced practice
on an immediate test (see Schmidt & Bjork, 1992). Thus teachers
and students might understandably be surprised to learn that
this kind of practice leads to more rapid forgetting than does
spaced/interleaved practice. The same principle often holds in
research comparing repeated studying to repeated testing; cram-
ming (repeated studying) may produce better performance on a

criterial test after a short retention interval relative to testing of
the information, yet testing produces better performance in the
long term (e.g., Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a, among many others).
Both the spacing/interleaving effect and the testing effect conform
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o Bjork’s specification of desirable difficulties in learning: Although
pacing/interleaving and testing may slow initial learning, they cre-
te better long-term retention (Bjork, 1994; Schmidt & Bjork, 1992).
t can be hard for teachers (or students) to perceive such advantages
f spacing or testing when their immediate experience seems to
how the opposite. Thus, research is needed to document the point.

The other commentators seem more sanguine about applying
ognitive research to educational practice in the present day, even
f all questions cannot be answered now. We have to start with
he knowledge base we have, which seems preferable to adopting
hatever latest theory or fad sweeps through with no evidence

ase at all. Dunlosky and Rawson (2012) agree that evidence is
rm enough to advocate spacing/interleaving and testing (relative
o massed study in both cases) for long-term retention, with the
ver-needed proviso that more studies in classroom would be a
elcome addition. However, they think that we may be premature

n recommending explanatory questioning and related techniques
ecause a) there is not yet good evidence that this technique works

n classroom settings and b) the technique requires great amounts
f time (relative to others). They are right on both counts, but at
east the lab evidence seems promising and the techniques seem
o provide the benefits of elaborative processing that has been well
stablished as beneficial in laboratory research.

Kornell, Rabelo, and Klein (2012) seem more sanguine about
xplanatory questioning, because they think testing should be
ompared against questioning and other techniques to establish
he efficacy of testing. They raise many interesting points that
hould guide the way to further research. We would like to pick
p on one comment they made about testing, viz., that “In the
rst author’s experience, the biggest effect of daily quizzes may
e to motivate effortful studying and punctual class attendance”
p. 5 of manuscript). We agree. Roediger and Karpicke (2006b) dis-
inguished between direct and indirect effects of testing, and the
ualities noted by Kornell represent the indirect effects of test-

ng (as compared to direct effects of retrieval practice per se). In
act, Roediger, Putnam, and Smith (2011) pointed to ten benefits
f testing, although not all would necessarily translate to the class-
oom. Kornell et al. worry that testing may displace other classroom
ctivities that might be inherently more beneficial than testing.
e suspect that their anxiety on this point is misplaced. Low-

takes quizzing produces so many benefits (increased studying
rior to class, more attention paid in class, greater class atten-
ance, retrieval practice, etc.) that it would be surprising if the few
inutes needed for such quizzes could be replaced by some better

echnique. The results of Lyle and Crawford (2011) would seem to
uggest as much in an actual classroom setting, because they com-
ared quizzing to additional lecture time and found that quizzing
roduced greater performance on criterial tests. This research was
onducted in a classroom setting, too, and the criterial tests were
nes on which students grades were based.

Pellegrino (2012) takes a broader view, worrying about how
ven effective techniques would fit into a whole curriculum across
everal years. He is exactly right, and we paid too little attention to
uch matters in our target article. The first author grew up in Vir-
inia, a state where (at least in the 1950s and early 1960s) educators
ook their state history seriously. Nearly every other year from 4th
rade on was devoted to the rich history of Virginia, so that spac-
ng was built into a biennial cycle. Although the first author went
o high school in a different state, missing the high school course
n Virginia history, he still knows the history of the state reason-
bly well (raise your hand now if you know where Jefferson Davis
eld his last full cabinet meeting on his retreat from Richmond
n 1865). Pellegrino describes how key principles in elementary
athematics might be spaced for effective learning. His concerns

ovetail nicely with Dunlosky and Rawson’s (2012) prescription for
uccessive relearning to occur at spaced intervals. They (and Harry
h in Memory and Cognition 1 (2012) 263–265

Bahrick before them) have performed heroic experiments showing
the benefits of successive relearning. The general point from both
their results and Pellegrino’s comment is that if we want students
to know certain core facts, procedures and principles as adults, they
should be repeatedly included in the curriculum during the years
of education.

A theme running through several comments is that even
research in the classroom (and nearly all research in the labora-
tory) has focused on the learning of basic facts, concepts, skills and
procedures. Spacing/interleaving, testing and (probably) elabora-
tive questioning are good for these sorts of learning, but will they
create “deep learning” to use a phrase that Pellegrino employs?
Deep learning implies great understanding, the development of
what are variously called schemas or scripts or situation models.
We are often asked this question and, besides mumbling about
more research being needed, we can point to reasons why test-
ing and other factors that enhance accessibility of information may
be useful in fostering greater understanding in learning and even
in creative problem solving. Often new learning requires retention
and retrieval of previously learned concepts for deep understand-
ing of the new material, and this is especially so in cases where
new knowledge builds on prior knowledge. If a student is reading
a new passage and can readily retrieve concepts and procedures
presented earlier in the course, she will have a much better chance
of deep learning of the new material. To the extent that spacing,
testing and other techniques can foster rapid retrieval of relevant
facts in new learning, understanding should be enhanced. Like-
wise, if a student is required to write an essay integrating several
themes from a course, the ability to draw readily on facts and con-
cepts already learned should help in creating a synthesis of the
information. Of course, the argument in this paragraph is built on
many “should” and “ought to” kinds of comments, because the evi-
dence base is not yet available to strongly document these points
(though relevant evidence has been produced by Butler (2010) and
Carpenter (2012), among others).

Still, let us imagine for a moment that the techniques we rec-
ommended in the target article really are good just for learning
basic concepts, facts, skills and procedures and for retaining these
well. We still believe this would be an improvement in the knowl-
edge base of many students. Dunlosky and Rawson (2012) point
to the dismal rates of performance in grades 4, 8 and 12 on the
National Assessment of Educational Progress in the United States.
These exams are mostly testing for learning of basic facts, concepts,
skills and procedures in which students are deficient. The tech-
niques we advocate, if applied rigorously in schools, might at least
give students a chance of acquiring basic knowledge and thereby
at achieving deeper learning later. Without such basic educational
tools, students will drop further behind. So even if the techniques
did not create deep learning (assuming that can be measured), their
use in the classroom is still needed in our view. We hasten to add
that we suspect that the techniques will actually promote greater
development of schemas and organization (e.g., Zaromb & Roediger,
2010), but the proviso to be kept in mind is that the forms of practice
tests should transfer appropriately to final tests. If we want students
to be able to reason with information and to write comprehensive
essays about what they have learned, then practice tests given dur-
ing the semester should require just these kinds of broad processes
(see Thomas & McDaniel, 2007).

In sum, the points raised by the commentators are interesting
and they rightly pinpoint various gaps in our knowledge, such as the
need to know the “dosage” (as Dunlosky and Rawson call it) of even
the effective techniques for long-term benefits. Even though there

is much we do not yet know, we maintain that principles do exist
that have been repeatedly established in research, and it is unlikely
that when placed in classroom contexts that the effects will disap-
pear or reverse (e.g., that massed practice will suddenly be superior
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or long-term retention than spaced practice). We look forward to
urther developments in translational educational science from the
ab to the classroom and, following the two-way street metaphor, of
ducators asking psychologists to evaluate ideas they may develop
bout teaching and learning.
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